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 Background: The amount of information in the World Wide Web increases at a very 

high rate. Catering the information which users wanted, quickly and accurately has 

become a big concern. However the traditional recommender systems are still mediocre 
in implicitly fixing a user to an existing group in any particular level of expertise in that 

group and the systems mainly rely on explicit rating by the users. Such systems can be 

polluted by the spammers, by providing false ratings. Objective: To provide group 
based and level based recommendation to a searcher, so as to give highly relevant and 

required depth of information, we have built our system. In our system,   we classify the 

users according to their area of interest and further put   them in a level based on their 
Collaborative contribution and search behavior. The user who tends to look for 

information of other group over a longer period may be transferred to that group based 

on his search behavior and the duration he stays in that group.  Also, for a search query 
of a user, the system filters the results that are clicked by his higher level users, to save 

time by skipping the group-read results. However, the results will be issued to the user 
with lesser rank if they were clicked by   the group members of the same level, since 

those results would be highly relevant to the search query.  The explicit rating with the 

search behavior of the user is used to accomplish this. Results:  The computed 
precision, recall values of our system’s results are found better than that of a 

conventional system. Conclusion: Thus our system provides sparsity less, dynamic, cost 

effective, quality recommendation to the users by using the Collaborative filtering 
along with Item based recommendation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The tremendous growth in the amount of available information and the number of visitors to Web sites in 

recent years poses some key challenges for recommender systems. The challenges are: producing high quality 

recommendations; performing many recommendations per second for millions of users and items; achieving 

high coverage in the face of data sparsity. Recommendation without filtering increases the amount of retrieval, 

which in turn increases the time of the user to go through all results. Moreover, since the user is put under a 

particular category and will remain permanently there, though his area of searching changes, he will be getting 

recommendations from the same group, which will be irrelevant to his current search area. Hence to address 

these issues we have implemented a system that touches, dynamic grouping, recommendation and filtering.  

 

Collaborative Filtering based on Group: 

 This approach filters the results that are clicked by the users at higher level of same group, from the actual 

results of the search query, by giving lesser rank to them. By this, the user will be directed to spend useful time 

in clicking more relevant, unread, his level based results.  

 

Item based recommendation: 

 To understand the probable interests of a user, the system first identifies the interests of his group members 

at the same level, based on their past retrievals and their feedback on the retrievals. Then it predicts the interest 

of the user to make available the results clicked by the similar seekers. The search results are recommended 
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based on the relationship between the items the collaborators have clicked for. Those results that have high co-

relation with other search results are recommended. However, the system faces the issue of sparsity, i.e. if 

nobody else has rated the results of the query, and then there would not be a support to give recommendation to 

the user. 

 By combining the results of these two approaches, in spite of ranked less and filtered by the first 

approached, the results are percolated to the final result set. This is because, they were found to be more 

relevant as they were clicked by the group members at same level. 

 

Group migration:   

 By tracking a user’s search behavior, if the user’s search queries deviate from his group behavior over a 

genuine period of time than he will be dynamically moved to the new group in which his current searches are 

for. Even this is taken in account to produce the final results. 

To incorporate these all, our proposed method has to address the three major challenges: 

 Quality of Recommendation: The quality of recommendation should be high enough. This factor 

differentiates the proposed system from the existing systems. 

 Sparsity: Item based recommendation can be done accurately if large items and users are available. New 

user problem should be effectively handled. 

 Specialization: If specialization is done on a higher scale to the results then users are restricted to view only 

specified results. 

 

1.  Related Work: 

 In this section, we brief on the existing work pertaining to our proposed system. 

 

Collaborative Filtering: 

 Reputation-based approach generally identifies users that you respect and use their preferences to predict 

yours (Janardhan and  Devane, 2009). Content-based approach uses the features of items and recommends items 

similar to those you have liked before (Balabanovic and Shoham, 1997). Collaborative-filtering-based approach 

also called as social filtering and user-to-user recommendation identify a set of similar users (Sarwar and 

Karypis, 2001;Wang et al, 2006; Lee et al, 2010). 

 

Recommendation: 

 Association-based approach identifies the similarity between the current result viewed by the user and other 

results already viewed (Wang et al, 2006)(Lee et al, 2010). In Item Based Collaborative Filtering ’k’ items 

which are most similar to the current item are recommended to the user (Khabbaz and V S Lakshmanan, 2011). 

This method uses a rating system in which user gives explicit rating for each web page he has viewed. Item 

Based Recommendation is also used in noncommercial applications as in Group Lens (Konstan et al, 1997), 

Jokes (Goldberg, 1999) and movies (Movie Lens). 

 

Tracking Users: 

 User Interest in a web page can be determined by his behavior. The time he is spending on the page 

actively is calculated. Along with the time spend, the scroll count and the click count is also considered to 

calculate user’s interest in a web page. If the user stays for longer time and does more scrolls in a web-page than 

the average time and average scrolls of other users it is considered as positive response from that particular user 

(Holub and Bielikova, 2010). This method also helps in maintaining the quality of Recommending System. 

Spammers cannot falsely rate a result. Since both explicit rating and the behavior of user is considered for 

recording rating the quality of recommendation would be high.  

 

2.   Overview: 

  In our system given in figure 1, the group formation to support collaborative search is achieved explicitly, 

by extracting users’ area of interests from their user profile. Each group member would belong to any one of 

five levels in his group based up on his search behavior. However, implicit level promotion or group migration 

are decided by search behavior of the users.  

 

User grouping: 

 The grouping of searchers is based on their area of interest. Further, also in order to give priority to users 

with different levels of search experience we classify searchers in each group into five different levels called 1. 

Moderators, 2. Co-Moderators, 3. Senior-Member, 4. Member  and 5. Junior-Member. The searcher who 

explores more information and whose recommendations are highly accepted is called as Moderator. The Co-

Moderator is a searcher with comparatively lesser information exploration and recommendations than the 

Moderator. The Senior-Member is a searcher who has taken recommendations from the higher level searchers 
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of his group plus visited other new pages which are relevant to query. The Member is a new member who just 

takes the recommendations provided by his group’s higher level searchers. Since he is a novice he will be 

interested in the basics. Finally, the Junior-Member is a member of the group who is just registered to the group 

based on his area of interest. A rank between 1 and 5 is also associated with the level of the searchers, that is, 

rank-1 for Moderator to rank-5 for a Junior-Member. The user classification is initially based on their area of 

interests and gradually retained or changed depending on their interest in their current group; his search history 

and search behavior (scrolling activity, time spent, clicks, downloading, printing the content) as given in figure 

2. 

 
 

Fig. 1: System Overview. 

 
Fig. 2: Flow chart for user group and role assignment process. 

 

Collaborative Conceptual Index (CCI): 

 The Collaborative Conceptual Index (CCI) is a repository obtained from the group members’ activities 

which is meant for every group that has been formed in our system. The query concepts and the concepts 

obtained from the clicked pages of a member contribute to the member’s key concepts. However the CCI of a 

group is formed by consolidating the key concepts of the search queries and the visited pages of every member 
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of the group that have high tf/idf values across a number of sessions.  The number of key concepts of a group 

the member has, across the search sessions decide the activeness of member in his/her group. 

 

Searching: 

 When a user logs in and enters search query, his group and the level in the group will be determined from 

Groups Database. Now, the CCI is queried in terms of the searcher’s group and level to retrieve the 

collaborators preferences. We have two mechanisms in the retrieval process. First the item based 

recommendation and second the user based filtering. 

 The item based recommendation system (Wang and HongWu, 2009)  generally use slope one algorithm for 

recommendations. The slope one algorithm works on the intuitive principle of a popularity differential between 

items of users. The algorithm determines how much better one item is liked than another. One way to measure 

this difference is simply to subtract the average rating of the two items. In turn, this difference can be used to 

predict another user’s rating of one of those items, given their rating of the other. However, the sparsity problem 

arises as most active searchers generally happen to rate a small subset of the overall database, perhaps miss to 

rate even the most popular pages. Consequently their search behavior of those pages would not be considered 

for any collaborative searching process, thus it may degrade the recommendation. Therefore, in our approach 

for item based recommendation, in addition to slope one algorithm, we have used adjusted cosine similarity 

between the searcher concepts and searched concepts; co-relation based similarity between searcher concepts 

and group concepts. Hence, even if a user has not rated a particular item explicitly the sparsity problem in 

recommendation does not occur.  

 The search behavior (such as number of clicks, downloading, copying, saving the results) of users are also 

considered for rating items thus leading to higher quality in recommendation. 

 Although the item based recommendation provides collaborative recommendation based on pages 

searched, they do not cover the level of the searcher for recommendations. To handle this issue we have 

introduced user based collaborative filtering. As mentioned in section 3.1, the moderators of a group (group 

members with highest rank) are the searchers who exist for a long period with good search history and 

exhaustive information in that domain. When a lower level searcher query for some information, then according 

to item based recommendation, he will get results recommended by all his collaborators. However, the user 

based collaborative filtering approach fine-tunes the retrieval process by filtering the results viewed by the 

higher level searchers of his group and reduces the number of results the searcher has to go through to get 

relevant results that are targeted at his level of searching. 

 

Dynamic Grouping: 

 A member’s s area of interest may change dynamically. Hence the member would not get results based on 

his area of interest if he is associated with a group with another area of interest at any particular time. To handle 

this issue, our method supports the migration of a member from one group to another based on his search 

history and activities carried out on the results. The similarity between the member’s current search concepts 

and the group concepts of every other group is computed. While computing similarity, (Cheng and Chen, 2011) 

the queries that are searched recently needs to be given more priority than the queries that are searched earlier. 

By this method the user’s current area of interest is accurately determined and his group is changed accordingly. 

However, the CCI of our system helps this searcher migration from a group to another, when his new search 

queries have much higher similarity with the new group concepts. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 We have experimented our system and Bing Search Engine on a dataset. We have used Precision, Recall 

and F-measure to evaluate our system. The results we obtained from our system were found to be better than 

that from the Bing Search engine, as results were filtered based up on user’s group and level followed by 

recommendations from other members who have requested for same item (information) the relevance of 

information retrieved was high in our system (figure 3).  

 The difference in precision between our system and Bing is comparatively high in some cases (e.g. Q1, Q4, 

Q6 and Q8), as our system solves the problem of sparsity.  

 When the similarity between member M1 of group G1, for example, and his group’s moderator and co-

moderator degrades over time and remains at the same level than M1 will be migrated to a group which has the 

nearest similarity value of M1’s concepts ( figure -4).     
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Fig. 3: Performance of our system versus Bing. 

 
Fig. 4: Illustrating the change in User Interest. 

 

4. Conclusion and Future Work: 

 Thus our proposed system eliminates the problem of specialization by allowing dynamic group migration, 

thereby the users are not forced to view results from a particular area. The quality of recommendation is 

assured, since we consider user behavior also for recommendation. This avoids false rating from spammers. The 

problem of sparsity is also eradicated by computing adjusted cosine similarity between the searcher concepts 

and searched concepts and the co-relation based similarity between searcher concepts and group concepts. 

Finally, as user based collaborative filtering considers the level of searcher while providing the results, the 

searcher will be directed to spend useful time in clicking more relevant, unread and his level based results.  

 The proposed work can be enhanced by using semantic concepts to compute the similarity measures. 

Geographic location of users can also be considered for recommending results, which would be helpful in 

solving linguistic issues.  
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